Lola in the Land of Fire
Reading & Writing

Worksheet
Answer Key

Cambridge YLE: Movers Reading and Writing
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A 4, B 8, C 4, D 8, E 8, F 4, G 4, H 8
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A ship, B meat, C canoe, D smoke, E explorer, F ice, G island, H fur
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Selk’nam Tribe
This tribe lives in the north of the land, in a beautiful place with many islands.
It is very close to Antarctica. They hunt animals on the land and in the sea.
They cook and eat the meat. The use the skins to make fur capes.
In winter the weather is very cold but they do not wear many clothes.
Yamana Tribe
This tribe lives close to the Selk’nams. They live in the south of the land.
They are called ‘the canoe people’ because they go hunting and fishing in their
canoes. The weather here is much colder than in the north. The tribe uses fire for
cooking and for staying warm. They use a special wood to make lots of smoke.
If there is any danger, they light fires to tell people in the canoes about the danger.
When the Yamanas see the smoke, they come home.
These two tribes are friends. Sometimes children from one tribe go to stay with
a family from the other tribe. They do this to learn new things and to have new
experiences.
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Possible answers:
The Selk’nams lived in a beautiful place.
The Selk’nams lived in the north. / lived close to the Yamanas.
Selk’nams hunted animals.
The Selk’nams hunted in the sea.
The Selk’nams ate meat. / cooked meat. / used the skin and fur. / made fur capes. /
wore fur capes. / wanted to learn new things.
The Yamanas lived in the south. / lived close to the Selk’nams.
The Yamanas hunted and fished in their canoes.
The Yamanas and the Selk’nams were friends.
Lola lived in a beautiful place. / learnt new things.
Lola went to the south. / went to the other tribe. / stayed with the Yamanas.
The Yamanas had a big party. / welcomed Lola. / danced.
The Yamanas used a special wood. / made smoke. / talked to the people in canoes.
Lola / The Yamanas saw a big ship. / lit fires.
The people in the canoe saw the smoke / came home.
The people on the ship came closer / saw the Yamanas / saw the fur capes / saw
the fires / wrote books about the Yamanas / drew everything.
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Was Lola happy with the Yamanas?		
Yes, she was.
Why was Lola very cold?				
Because the weather was colder in the south.
What were Lola and the Yamanas afraid of? /
What were the Yamanas and Lola afraid of?
The ship.
What was big and dark?				
The ship.
Why were the people on the ship curious?		
Because this was the first time they saw people like the Yamanas.
They wanted to learn about these strange people.

A was / were, B built, C came, D cooked, E danced, F drew, G fished, H went,
I had, J hunted, K learnt, L lit, M lived, N made, O played, P saw, Q sang, R said,
S stayed, T talked, U told, V travelled, W used, X wanted, Y wore, Z wrote
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